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« The French LFP needed to be in the
business of new customer acquisition first » (M.
Glickman, G2)
Interview

Clubs, Reg - Paris - mardi 16 avril 2019 - Entretien n° 144470 -

« How can we talk about the Ligue 1 fan experience without first addressing
demand. Because there are a lot of empty seats in the stadiums. Although
we covered the fan experience in our presentation, G2 emphasized that the
LFP needed to be in the business of new customer acquisition first. The LFP
responded very well to that, and they hired us for a one-year contract in
2014 that was extended to a second year in 2015, » stated Marshall
Glickman (USA) of the sports consulting agency G2 Strategic, to News Tank
Football on 02/04/2019.
Marshall Glickman, formerly the media sales director of the NBA in the
1980s, president of the Portland Trailblazers (NBA), and leader of the group
which eventually launched the Portland Timbers (MLS), has been in involved
with European sports properties since 2002, including associations with
EuroLeague Basketball, ATP tennis, the LFP in France, LaLiga and several
major clubs (such as PSG, Olympique Lyonnais, Olympique de Marseille,
Athletic Club, Valencia CF, Real Betis Balompié).
« Frédéric Longuépée (and the French Tennis Federation) asked G2 (in
2005) to help them transform the indoor tournament at Bercy, the Rolex
Paris Masters. Together, we changed absolutely everything that had to do
with sales strategy, which resulted in doubling ticket sales in only three
years. I’m really proud of that collaboration, but it worked because I had a
guy in Frédéric who understood the intersection of French culture and new
ways of thinking, » added the founder and CEO of G2 Strategic.
« They (the Joe DaGrosa group; GACP fund) could not have put a better
person at the helm of that (Bordeaux) project than Frédéric. This is a guy
who will embrace the wine culture and the region. This is guy who, if you
look at his work at Bercy and Paris Masters (tennis) and then at PSG and
the Parc des Princes, who understands the premium market, and why it is so
important to the overall business objectives, because in effect premium
revenues allow clubs to price the balance of capacity at affordable levels, »
said Marshall Glickman about the recent American takeover of FC Girondins
de Bordeaux.
This is the third and final part of Marshall Glickman’s discussion with News
Tank Football (links to Part One and Two below).
Pour plus de confort, poursuivre la lecture sur le site
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Part One of the discussion with Marshall Glickman : « Ironically US sports leagues are
socialist, while European sports is a wild west » (M. Glickman, G2)
Part Two about G2 Strategic’s ongoing work with LaLiga : « I like that Javier Tebas
challenged the sports governance system in Europe » (Marshall Glickman, G2)
(Note : after publication of Part Two, News Tank Football corrected the name of the president
of Valencia CF to Anil Murthy, and not Peter Lim, who is the owner of the club.)
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G2 Strategic has a long history in French sports as well, going way back to 2005 ?

Rolex Paris Masters
© n/a

My first experience in France began with the French Tennis Federation and Frédéric
Longuépée. I had made a presentation at an ATP meeting in Monaco way back in
2005. Frédéric was not there, but Alain Riou, then the director of the indoor Paris Master’s
tournament at Bercy, was. Alain went back to Paris and told Frédéric that there’s this
American guy who made a really nice presentation and we should contact him. They called
me and hired me for about 3 years.
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« The FFT asked G2 to help transform the indoor tournament at
Bercy, the Paris Masters »
Frédéric asked G2 to help them transform the indoor tournament at Bercy, the Rolex Paris
Masters (previously the BNP Paribas Masters). Together, we changed absolutely everything
that had to do with sales strategy, which resulted in doubling ticket sales in only three years.
I’m really proud of that collaboration, but it worked because I had a guy in Frédéric who
understood the intersection of French culture and new ways of thinking. He is super smart
and adapted quickly. Their managing director, Jean-Claude Blanc, empowered Frédéric to
implement an entirely new strategy, where we hired full-time outside salespeople to meet
with businesses, changing the structure completely. I’ve tried very hard to adapt my style so
people don’t take our input as telling them what do. Thankfully, Frédéric and his team at the
FFT at that time were really responsive and listened, and then they saw the results.

LDLC ASVEL
Basket
© n/a

Moving forward, it was through Gilles Moretton and Antony Thiodet (who is now working
with Frédéric at Girondins de Bordeaux) that I got involved in the Lyon sports sector, first with
the basketball team ASVEL ? and put together a team to help them develop a new arena in
Villeurbanne (suburb of Lyon), after (French NBA player) Tony Parker joined the club’s
ownership group. That specific (arena) project did not move forward, but it was a terrific
experience. I am thrilled with recent reports that were confirmed by Jean-Michel Aulas
(chairman of Groupe OL) that Olympique Lyonnais may buy into ASVEL and build a new
arena next to Groupama Stadium ? if this happens, that will be good news for French
basketball and EuroLeague Basketball.
And you had a partnership with the LFP for two years in 2014 and 2015, how did that
come about?

« The LFP had put out a tender (in 2014) about improving the fan
experience »
The LFP had put out a tender (in 2014) nominally about improving the fan experience. And I
knew it would be very competitive, where I’d be competing with big agencies like Lagardère
and Deloitte. G2 is basically a small boutique operation based in the USA, and I don’t speak
French. So I partnered with Keneo in Paris, and brought Antony into that partnership, since if
we were going to have any chance at winning the bid, I needed partners on the ground in
France.

LFP
©
http://www.lfp.fr/
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To my pleasant surprise, we won the bid over these much larger agencies, and the reason, I
think, was that in our presentation we basically said, « Okay, fan experience, we can address
that. That’s why Keneo is with us because they’re experts at that. But how can we talk about
the fan experience without first addressing demand. Because the fact is right now you don’t
have enough fans. There are a lot of empty seats in your stadiums. »
Although we covered the fan experience in our presentation, G2 emphasized that the LFP
needed to be in the business of new customer acquisition first. The LFP responded very well
to that, and they hired us for a one-year contract in 2014 that was extended to a second year
in 2015, with Benjamin Viard as our primary interlocutor at the league.
You often described that working in a French environment as a unique challenge…

« It is sometimes hard to change mentality »
The mission with the LFP itself was similar to a lot of the things G2 Strategic is now doing
with LaLiga : traveling to the clubs, conducting workshops, and developing strategy.
However, it is sometimes hard to change mentality. For example, we went to Marseille, who
had a bunch of people around the table who already decided they knew everything there was
to know about the sports business, and had no use for us. That happened at more than one
club in France.

H. Moyal, OL
© Seb Lascoux

But we also started working with Olympique Lyonnais, which is where I met Harry Moyal
(deputy CEO) at the club, and that turned into a very positive relationship where we still talk
and exchange on a regular basis. They’re doing a lot of great things in the Lyon sports
atmosphere overall.

« More resistance to change in France than anywhere else I’ve
worked in Europe »
But, and I know the LFP has changed leadership since that time period, at the club level, I
have to say I found more resistance to change in France than anywhere else I’ve worked in
Europe. Things worked really well with Benjamin Viard (at the LFP), and there were some
positives, but I don’t think there was sufficient openness to make changes. That was
frustrating, as I really enjoyed working with Benjamin, but I needed to know that the big
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bosses at the league and the clubs were on board, and that never really happened.
We never sat down with the LFP and discussed a third year of the partnership, even though I
think we might have extended again. Antony and I decided that it was better for everyone, G2
Strategic and the LFP, if we worked directly with the few clubs in France that really wanted to
do something in terms of business development. We wanted to work with clubs that were
motivated and wanted to gain new insights from our collaboration.
So this is where your G2 Consortium France was launched ?

« Working with PSG was very successful, as is still working with OL »
After ending our engagement with the LFP in 2015, we formed what we called the G2
Consortium France of nine clubs, led by OL and Paris Saint-Germain. PSG, of course, had
Jean-Claude Blanc and Frédéric Longuépée at the helm, so it was wonderful to work with
them again on a different project, and for me, working with PSG was very successful, as is
still working with OL. We added two rugby and two basketball clubs to the French
consortium, and things developed well.

G2 Consortium France
© n/a

Over time, what the French clubs expected was a lot of physical presence and meetings in
their offices. And I live in the USA. I make visits to Europe several times a year, but my home
is in Portland (Oregon, USA). So, eventually Antony began to take on more and more of
those visits, and he is very good, and I had absolutely no problem with Antony representing
me on behalf of G2 Strategic.

« There’s also a money issue in French sports, and a reluctance to
invest in business talent »
We faced some resistance, but also had our successes, but eventually it got to the point
where promoting significant changes to business structure and culture was just too much for
many people in French sports. For example, there’s also a money issue in French sports.
With some notable exceptions, there is reluctance to invest in business talent. And in some
cases we had trouble collecting our fees. There were some clubs in France that wanted our
consulting, but didn’t want to pay our price, so we had to decline that business.
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G2 has more profitable activities in other parts of Europe, so as a business you do what you
have to do. In the end, I couldn’t be physically present enough in France, whereas Antony
and Pierre-Olivier Matigot (co-founders of the French consultancy Time for Biz, developing
sports business solutions) are on the ground.
To finish on FC Girondins de Bordeaux, you know Frédéric Longuépée very well.
You know Antony Thiodet very well, who’s also involved in the new Bordeaux
project. What is your viewpoint on this American takeover with the Joe DaGrosa
group (GACP investment fund) at Bordeaux ?

Girondins de Bordeaux
© GBFC

As the takeover deal was in progress, I had some exchanges with Joe DaGrosa at one point
when they were first thinking about buying the club. They were good exchanges.

« Expected revenues from the Paris 2024 Olympics might be a bit
exaggerated »
Joe made a great move by appointing Frédéric (Longuépée) as president of the club. I was
both surprised and not surprised at the news. The surprise was because he had just left PSG
for the Paris 2024 Olympics job, and I thought that was a great project for Frédéric to be
working on. However, I think the commercial expectations for the Paris 2024 project, as far
as expected revenues from the Olympics, might be a bit exaggerated.
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Frédéric is a fantastic sports business professional, and other regions of France certainly
appeal to him, and clearly Bordeaux is one of those. I don’t think they could have put a better
person at the helm of that project than Frédéric. This is a guy who will embrace the wine
culture and the region. This is guy who, if you look at his work at Bercy and Paris Masters
and then at PSG and the Parc des Princes, who understands the premium market, and why it
is so important to the overall business objectives, because in effect premium revenues allow
clubs to price the balance of capacity at affordable levels.

« Frédéric Longuépée is very smart and open-minded »
Frédéric is very smart and open-minded, and one of his first moves is to hire Antony Thiodet
(now director of ticketing and hospitality at Bordeaux). I will say that I’m very proud of this !
Both of them were great collaborators, and, I dare say, kind of my students in managing
sports properties. I have worked with them both for many years, sharing principles, strategies
and new ideas. In return, they have always challenged me with the complexities of the
French market, so it’s been a great learning for me as well. My relationship with these two
already goes back over 15 years !
One of their first moves in Bordeaux was to launch a listening tour with the fans. So smart.
I’m sure there’s skepticism there about an American owner, just like there was with Marseille,
but Frédéric brings instant credibility to the project. I have a lot of confidence that they will
have success in Bordeaux.
What would be the opportunities and challenges of that Bordeaux project?

« All the new Euro 2016 stadiums are too big »
There is a beautiful new stadium there (Matmut Atlantique, capacity 42,115), but one that is
massively overbuilt. Antony and I had gone to Bordeaux 5 or 6 years ago, on behalf of the
LFP, and we saw the stadiums plans, and that’s the first thing we said : way too big. All the
new Euro 2016 stadiums are too big. We told people at the time in the stadium projects we
looked at that they’re too big and you need smaller capacity to fit your football market after
Euro 2016. Everyone looked at me like I was from Mars. But I was serious. And now there’s
big fancy new stadiums all over France that have an imbalance of ticketing supply and
demand.
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Matmut Atlantique
© D.R.

« It will be challenging to drive sufficient ticketing demand to meet
supply »
So now, after Euro 2016, the stadiums are what they are. Some of those structures should
physically remove 10,000 to 20,000 seats. I have specific strategies for how to do this, and in
ways that doesn’t involve covering up entire sections with a tarp, which looks terrible. But, as
always, with the stadiums owned by the city, the response is typically that it is not politically
possible. It will be challenging, even for Frédéric and Antony, to drive sufficient ticketing
demand to meet supply, but I’m sure they will find a way.

A. Thiodet, Girondins
© n/a

I have not spoken to Frédéric or Antony since they arrived to Bordeaux. They’re very busy,
and I’m very busy, and we just haven’t connected recently. I don’t know exactly what’s going
on down there, or what their ticketing plans are. But Antony understands supply reduction
very well, so I would be surprised if that’s not part of their thinking.

« Bordeaux is Bordeaux, which is a really unique market advantage »
I’m sure I’ll talk to both of them soon, but I’m not directly involved at Bordeaux. I know that
they hired the best sports executives in France, and I understand that Frédéric has been fully
empowered to manage the project as he sees fit. And Bordeaux is Bordeaux, which is a
really unique market advantage, if you find ways to take advantage of what the region offers.
Before DeGrosa bought the club, I understand there was a bit of a strained relationship with
the fan base, and that will take some time to repair. From what little I’ve seen, I like what’s
going on in Bordeaux already, but it will take some time to get that situation fully turned
around.

G2 Strategic
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À lire également
- « I like that Javier Tebas challenged the sports governance system in Europe » (Marshall
Glickman, G2)
- « Ironically US sports leagues are socialist, while European sports is a wild west » (M.
Glickman, G2)
- « Talk of a Super League is fanciful and lacks any kind of strategy » (Javier Tebas, LaLiga)
- LaLiga : G2 Strategic extends its consulting partnership with the Spanish league for the
third time
- FC Bordeaux : « Develop a real branding project in Bordeaux » (F. Longuépée, president
delegate)
- Ligue 1 Conforama : M6 finalizes sale of Girondins de Bordeaux to the US fund GACP
(€100m)
- Think Football 2018 : « It is more beneficial to try to find global partnerships » (F.
Longuépée, PSG)
- LaLiga : G2 Strategic extends its consulting partnership with the Spanish league
Dans l'annuaire
- IMG
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